Abstract-Measurement of reliability (MOR) stopping criterion is able to terminate early in the low and high signal-tonoise ratio (SNR) while maintaining the bit error rate (BER) performance. However, the performance of MOR is only based on one code structure and hence, the robustness of MOR is still unknown in turbo iterative decoding. Thus, this paper will test the robustness of MOR based on the following parameters: frame size, code structure, channel reliability and code rate. Then, we analyse and compare the average iteration number (AIN) and the BER performance of MOR with the benchmark stopping criterion known as Genie to determine the robustness of MOR. From the analysis, MOR has a BER degradation for low code rate. MOR also fails to perform well if the corret channel reliability is not available at the receiver and this results a large degradation in BER performance. However, MOR has close performance to Genie in terms of BER for various frame sizes, code structures and high code rate with the assistance of correct channel reliability. MOR is also able to save AIN at low SNR as compared to Genie and this can reduce delay and complexity of turbo codes.
I. INTRODUCTION
Many early stopping criteria have been developed [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] to stop the turbo iterative decoding [7, 8] with negligible performance degradation at high signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs). The robust features of the stopping criteria make it able to terminate the iterative decoding process at an earlier stage over conventional fixed iteration stopping criterion. Early stopping criteria also inspired recent research [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] in developing the latest enhancements of stopping criteria by optimizing the performance in terms of average iteration number (AIN), bit error rate (BER) and complexity. However, these stopping criteria only work in high SNRs and can be categorized as convergence output (CO) stopping criteria. CO criteria fail to terminate early at low SNRs situation, and thus a fixed number of iterations are employed.
A stopping criterion, measurement of reliability (MOR), has therefore been developed to address this problem [14] .
MOR introduces two decoding thresholds based on the loglikelihood ratio (LLR) reliability and turning point (TP) SNR in order to work efficiently at low and high SNR. MOR is able to detect the convergence output and terminate the iteration if stopping rules are satisfied. For non-convergence output detection, the absolute LLR output is compared with the new threshold. If it is less than the threshold, iteration will stop. If neither convergence nor non-convergence are detected, the decoder would iterate again. These concepts have also been applied in CO stopping criteria, such as cross-entropy (CE) [6] and sign-difference-ratio (SDR) [1] , by finding the threshold for the non-convergence stage based on the respective algorithm. However, these concept only valid for stopping criteria which has monotonic variation in their threshold computation output.
The benefit of MOR is that it only requires a maximum of 2N+2 computational complexity in online processes (real-time processes). From the results in [14] , MOR can terminate early in various SNRs and maintain the BER performance. However, [14] only presented MOR performance under one frame size (N=1000) and with one code structure (g= (7, 5) ). There was no performance comparison with other code structures or frame sizes. Therefore, the robustness of MOR is still questionable and needs to be explored further. In addition, complex measurements were required to obtain the decoding thresholds and TP SNR in offline simulations, and this procedure had to be repeated if the proposed threshold and TP were not suitable for the other specific code structures, frame sizes and channel reliability (CR) requirements.
Thus, this paper will test the robustness of MOR in turbo iterative decoding. The robustness of MOR is determined by analyzing MOR and compare its performance with Genie in terms of AIN and BER. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The stopping rules of MOR and its algorithm are given in Section II. Then, Section III describes the detail of the parameters for robustness test and present the simulation results in Section IV to compare the MOR performance with Genie. Finally, we are giving the concluding remarks in Section V.
II. MOR STOPPING CRITERION ALGORITHM
Fan-Min and An-Yeu [14] solved the problem of obtaining threshold for non-convergence outputs in [15, 16] by applying the EXIT chart [17, 18] analysis in an intensive offline simulation. In their research, the measurements used in the EXIT chart were cross-correlation, SNR and mutual information. From the EXIT chart concept, when the connection of both curves occurred, the decoding trajectory could not pass through the tunnel. Therefore, the decoding threshold for non-convergence output or TP was obtained from the measurement curve that crossed with the boundary line in the EXIT chart.
From the measurement, TP = 0.69 dB was used in another offline measurement for a new threshold based on the absolute LLR value. The measurements for TP and the new threshold were based on turbo codes with N = 1000, the generator polynomial g = (7, 5), constraint length K = 3 and code rate R = 1/2; this code was tested on the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel with zero mean and a variance given as 
Then, a termination process based on minimum absolute LLR was applied to detect the convergence output and terminate the iteration if the rules were satisfied. The iterative decoding was terminated when the reliability of all decoded bits was greater than a 1 Th , as given by (2):
On the other hand, if the received signal exhibited low SNR (non-convergence), the decoder could not produce reliable decoded bits. The decoder was required to stop immediately when the reliability of all decoded bits was smaller than a given threshold value 2 Th , as follows:
If it was less than the threshold, the decoder iteration stopped. If neither convergence nor non-convergence output were detected, the decoder would iterate again until maximum iteration max ( ) i .
III. ROBUSTNESS TEST PARAMETERS
The robustness of MOR was tested corresponding to the threshold values discussed earlier and further evaluated its performance over the Genie stopping criterion as the benchmark. Table I shows the four parameters for robustness test which include the frame size, CR and code structure (consisting of constraint lengths and generator polynomials) and code rate. The frame sizes were divided into three categories: small, medium and large frames, representing the sizes of N 1 = 100, N 2 = 1000, and N 3 =10000, respectively. A correct channel reliability (CCR) value and constant estimated channel reliability (CECR) value were assumed throughout the robustness test. The channel reliability ( ) c L was set to 2 2 σ and 2 for CCR and CECR, respectively [19] [20] [21] [22] . Three types of generator polynomials were used: g 1 = (7,5), K 1 = 3; g 2 = (15,17), K 2 = 4 and g 3 = (37,21), K 3 = 5, which are optimum for maximizing the minimum free distance of the component codes [23, 24] . Both codes were punctured (R 1 = 1/2) and unpunctured (R 2 = 1/3) to test the capability of stopping criteria on the code rate factors.
One million random binary data were generated and passed to the turbo encoder. The encoder output was modulated by BPSK and passed through AWGN channel. At receiver, the BPSK data was demodulated and decoded by log-MAP decoder with max 7 i = . The robustness test began by selecting the robustness factors and the parameters involved (fixed and tested parameter output). The same steps were repeated for other parameters and robustness factors.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
In this section, the effects of robustness on the performance of MOR are presented and evaluated based on the AIN and BER. The performance of MOR are compared with Genie stopping criterion in terms of its proximity between the two. The four robustness factors effect were discussed respectively in its sub-section.
A. The Effect of Frame Size
The effect of various frame sizes to the turbo decoder performance with MOR are shown in Fig. 1 . It can be seen that MOR has a minimum AIN=1 at SNR 1 ≤ − dB for all frame sizes as compared with the maximum iteration in Genie. However, MOR requires an additional iteration at high SNR as compared to Genie, which is less than 0.8 for all N. This additional AIN decreases with an increasing frame size. It can also be seen that the BER performance of MOR and Genie are close to each other at low SNR for all cases (see Fig. 2 ). However, MOR performance degrades when it is approaching 0.25 dB as BER equals to MOR shows an insignificant performance degradation with respect to Genie for N=1000 at high SNR. The performance degrades at 5 
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− ≤ which is less than 0.25 dB, while MOR exhibits the same BER performance with Genie at N=10000. In general, MOR is able to terminate early at low SNR while requiring a slightly additional iteration at high SNR. Furthermore, MOR is capable of maintaining the BER performance with insignificant degradation at high SNR indicating its robustness to the frame size factor.
B. The Effect of CR
The effect of the CR on AIN for MOR is depicted in Fig. 3 . This figure shows that the MOR with CECR cannot maintain the performance of CCR at various SNR. This indicates that MOR with CECR fails to make the decoder converge correctly at high SNR. Fig. 4 shows the BER performance of MOR with the effect of CCR and CECR present at the receiver. It shows that the CCR has a close performance with respect to the Genie and indicates that CCR capable to maintain the BER performances at various SNR. However, the CECR performance is worse than CCR and its Genie. It can be seen that, the failure of CECR to had suitable AIN performance at high SNR (Fig. 3 ) causes large BER degradation for CECR as compared to CCR. This is demonstrated by the large difference in the BER between MOR with CECR and Genie with CECR, which is more than 1.5 dB at 4 BER 5 10 − = × . From the observation on MOR performance, MOR with CECR is not able to terminate the decoder with reasonable AIN att various SNRs. As a result, the decoder produces less reliable output, resulting in an increasing number in BER. The failure of CECR was caused by the decoder output was not scaled appropriately according to SNR values since the SNR information was not available at receiver. This results the decoder output does not vary monotonically according to SNR values. The non-monotonic output will results MOR fail to operate correctly since the decoding threshold depends on the magnitude of LLR output [14] . The poor performance of BER indicates that MOR is not robust to CECR and depends on the CR requirement at the receiver in order to perform well. Figure 5 depicts the effect of different code structures on AIN of MOR, where MOR is able to terminate early at AIN=1 for SNR between -2 to -1 dB. However, at high SNR, the increasing of the K and the code structures require less AIN as compared to the small code structure (g 1 , K 1 ). In general, MOR achieves AIN less than 1 from the respective Genie for all code structures. In terms of BER performance, MOR capable to maintain its performance for all code structures at low SNR, as shown in Fig. 6 while showing little performance degradation at high SNR. Hence, MOR is able to terminate early at low SNR and maintain BER performance for various code structures. Meanwhile, at high SNR, MOR requires slight additional iteration (less than 1 AIN) as compared to Genie, and at the same time exhibits a small amount of degradation in BER performance at high SNRs and exhibited the error floor effect for high code structure.
C. The Effect of the Code Structure (g and K)

D. The Effect of the Code Rate
In Fig. 7 , the AIN of the turbo decoder with MOR for two different values of R are plotted. Result shows that MOR for both R values is able to stop at AIN=1 for SNR between -2 to -1 dB. At high SNR of more than 0.5 dB, the MOR with R 1 takes higher AIN as compared to the MOR with R 2 . Interestingly, MOR with both R values require less than 1 additional iteration as compared to their respective Genie at this high SNR region. Moreover, it can be observed that the BER of R 1 is almost the same to the respective Genie (Fig. 8) . However, for R 2 , there is an increase of BER degradation starting at SNR=-0.5 to 0 dB, which approach to 0.35 dB. The BER of R 2 become flatten at SNR=1.5 to 3 dB which indicates that R 2 experiences an error floor situation. From the results, it can be seen that MOR for high code rate is able to terminate early at low SNR while maintaining BER performance. It is also capable of the same performance as Genie at high SNR. However, the BER performance is degraded at medium SNR and exhibited the error floor effect for low code rate. E. Robustness Performance of MOR From the MOR performance results, the robustness and limitations of MOR can be summarized as in Table II: MOR exhibits good performance for various frame sizes, code structures and high code rate, but fails to cope with CECR data at high SNR. Moreover, an error floor has occurred at high SNR for low code rate and high code structure. Hence, MOR is robust to specific factors such as high code rate, frame sizes and code structures with the CCR available at receiver.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper presented robustness test and analysis of MOR in determining the robustness of MOR stopping criterion in turbo iterative decoding. From the results, MOR is not perform well at high SNR for the CECR. However, MOR with CCR is capable to cope with various frame sizes, low code structures and high code rate. In addition, MOR has a reasonable or little degradation in BER performance to Genie and capable to reduce the AIN at low SNR. The good performance of MOR can reduce the delay and complexity of turbo codes.
